
POLI 437: 
International Relations  

of Latin America



THIS WEEK

Broad overview of econ development

Colonialism & long-run development



640 million people

~20 countries

Spanish,  
Portuguese, 

French

South America, Central America,  
The Caribbean



“LAND OF CONTRASTS”





Actual Bogota



RICH AND POOR

Rich: Uruguay (GDP = 25k/cap),  
Chile, Brazil, Argentina

Poor: Haiti (GDP = 2k/cap),  
Nicaragua, Honduras

USA = 57k/cap
Of course, lots of 
internal variation!



LATIN AMERICAN 
ECONOMIES

Export oriented economies

Two primary sectors: 
Agriculture 

Mining/extractive

Produce commodities to sell 
abroad



AGRICULTURE
16% of world’s food comes 

from LA

Coffee, banana, cattle, soy

Argentina and Brazil 
biggest players 

Lots of land + right 
climate



DEFORESTATION



MINING/EXTRACTION
Copper, silver, gold, zinc

A couple countries are rich in 
natural resources

Venezuela has 20% of global 
petroleum reserves

Bolivia has huge natural gas 
reserves



China’s imports of LA goods 
growing



Historically, LA economies export-oriented 
+ most produce one or two commodities

What implications does this have for LA 
development?

Vulnerable to international markets

Dependent on foreign 
manufacturing

Conflict over resources



THE CRISIS IN VENEZUELA



Oil is 95% of Venezuelan exports and 25% 
(!!) of GDP

MARKET VULNERABILITY



2011: $3/pound,  
2019: $1/pound

Yet consumer prices don't go down; why?

MARKET VULNERABILITY



Generally speaking, countries want to 
"move up the value chain”

Value chain = process through which raw 
commodities turn into final consumer 

products

Being lower in the value chain —> lower 
wages, less pricing power, more vulnerable 



Venezuela historically exports 
crude which is then refined

Refined oil is up the value chain 
from crude

At the height of the crisis, 
Venezuela was importing 

refined oil



Historically, LA countries have weak 
domestic manufacturing

Clothes, computers, cars, etc.
Have to import lots of high-value goods



TAKEAWAYS
Export low-value stuff +  

import high-value stuff = bad time

Economy vulnerable to price fluctuations, 
disasters, etc.

In resource rich countries = conflict over 
resources



CONFLICT OVER RESOURCES

Bolivia saw big protests in 2000s 
over natural gas production

President forced to resign
Election of Evo Morales

Who “owns” a country’s natural 
resources, who should benefit?



Region of Bolivia with big natural gas production has 
wanted to secede at different points



Why is Latin America like this?



Part of the answer is the region’s 
colonial history



Weird debate about whether 
colonialism is “good”



Conventional wisdom says it’s bad: 
moral evils of slavery/forced labor, 
colonized countries poorer today

Defenders will say that within poor 
countries, places closer to colonial 
infrastructure are better off than 

places that got left alone

How to square this?



Europeans colonized much of what 
we now know as Latin America in 

the 1500-1600



Large literature in Econ tells us early choices 
can have long-term consequences



Early colonial can create powerful path dependencies

Colonists build “sticky” institutions and infrastructure



US and LA colonial experience looked very 
different; how?

US = settle and develop, “bring family” 
LA = extract resources, manage from afar



Colonialism comes in different 
flavors

VARIETIES OF COLONIALISM

USA, Canada, Australia =  
“settler” colonialism

Latin America, Africa =  
“extractive” colonialism



EXTRACTION

Spanish and Portuguese interest 
in LA mostly a function of natural 

resources

Silver, gold, nitrates, cacao,  
(later on) rubber



Inclusive institutions: representative 
institutions, property rights, civil rights  

(for few)

COLONIAL INSTITUTIONS

Extractive institutions: monopolies and trade 
restrictions, forced labor/slavery



Extractive institutions are 
designed to extract wealth 

from one subset of society to 
benefit another

Horror aside, they also 
destroy potential for human 

capital, industry



RULING FROM AFAR
In colonial Haiti, < 10% of residents were 

white
80%+ African slaves

Little incentive for building 
infrastructure over and above what’s 

needed to extract

Large planters lived abroad long 
portions of year



One result is uneven 
development

Some parts of country have 
modern road systems, 
electrification, others 

extremely undeveloped



TAKEAWAYS

LA countries largely setup to extract at 
cost of local population

In settler colonies, colonists have 
incentives to create, invest, develop

Early trajectory is “sticky” and hard 
(though not impossible) to change



COLONIAL RULE IN PERU



Cerro Potosí, Bolivia 
Location of Vice-Royalty of Peru-Bolivia



Does the quality of colonial 
governorship matter?

Possible that colonial rulers vary 
in how “greedy” or extractive 

they are

Before 1674: governorships based 
on “merit” 

After 1674: governorships sold to 
highest bidder (b/c Spain is broke!)



CLASS ACTIVITY

What determined the price of the 
governorship? Why are some governorships 

more attractive than others?

What are the consequences of having 
governorships sold for Peru’s long-run 

development?



REPARTIMIENTO
Repartimiento = monopoly power in 

province, buy goods in Lima, resell in 
province at $$$, debt peonage

“The rents obtained via forced sales are 
estimated to be at least twice as large as those 

obtained from forced labor (mita) and head 
taxes (tributo) from the Indian population”



Value of provinces with high 
levels of repartimiento shoot up 
once Spain starts selling offices

These provinces are significantly 
worse off today

Guardado argues because they 
attracted particularly extractive 

governors



First problem set:  
Walkthrough


